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Abstract
Data compression is widely used in data management to save storage space and network bandwidth. In this report, we outline the performance improvements that can be achieved by exploiting data compression in query processing. The novel idea is to leave data in compressed state as long as possible, and to only uncompress data when absolutely necessary. We will show that many query processing algorithms can manipulate compressed data just as well as decompressed data, and that processing compressed data can speed query processing by a factor much larger than the compression factor.

2. Related Work
A number of researchers have considered text compression schemes based on letter frequency, as pioneered by Huffman [10, 11, 16, 17]. Other recent research has considered schemes based on string matching [22, 30, 32, 33]. Comprehensive surveys of compression methods and schemes are given in [2, 18, 27]. Others have focused on fast implementation of algorithms, parallel algorithms and VLSI implementations [12, 29].

Few researchers have investigated the effect of compression on database systems and their performance [20, 23, 25]. Alsberg considered disk time and space savings by using fixed-length minimum bit compression [1]. He also points out that more records fit into a page if the records are shorter, thus allowing more effective clustering of records used together. Toyama and Ura improved on Alsberg's compression scheme by relating the order of compressed and uncompressed values [28]. Eggers and Shoshani explored searching for and retrieving compressed data efficiently [8]. Goyal considered text compression methods that allow search (selection) on compressed data [13]. Cormack discusses compression of entire records (not fields) in the IMS database management system [6].

Other researchers have investigated compression and access schemes for scientific databases with very many constants (e.g., zeroes) [9, 19, 21] and considered a very special operation on compressed data (matrix transposition) [31].

For indices, many database systems use prefix and postfix truncation to save space and increase the fan-out of nodes, e.g., Starburst [15]. However, actual compression methods are typically not used at all in most database management systems. In particular, the performance effects of data compression on more frequently-used database operations such as relational join, duplicate elimination, and set intersection have not been considered to-date.

3. Processing with Compressed Data
In this section, we outline how compression can be exploited in database systems, and how standard query processing algorithms can be adapted to work on compressed data. We divided the discussion into three sections on I/O performance and buffering, transaction processing, and query processing.
The compression rates that can be achieved for any dataset depend, of course, on the attribute types and value distributions. For example, it is difficult to compress binary floating point numbers, but relatively easy to compress English text by a factor of 2 or 3 [2]. In the following, we do not require that all data is English text; we only require that some compression can be achieved. Since text attributes tend to be the largest fields in database files, we suspect that expecting an overall compression factor of 2 is realistic for many or even most database files. Optimal performance can only be obtained by judicious decisions which attributes to compress and which compression method to employ.

Most obviously, compression can reduce the amount of disk space required for a given data set. This has a number of ramifications on I/O performance. First, the reduced data space fits into a smaller physical disk area; therefore, the seek distances and seek times are reduced. Second, more data fit into each disk page, track, and cylinder, allowing more intelligent clustering of related objects into physically near locations. Third, the unused disk space can be used for disk shadowing to increase reliability, availability, and I/O performance [3]. Fourth, compressed data can be transferred faster to and from disk. In other words, data compression is an effective means to increase disk bandwidth (not by increasing physical transfer rates but by increasing the information density of transferred data) and to relieve the I/O bottleneck found in many high-performance database management systems [4]. Fifth, in distributed database systems and in client-server situations, compressed data can be transferred faster across the network than uncompressed data. Uncompressed data require either more network time or a separate compression step. Finally, retaining data in compressed form in the I/O buffer allows more records to remain in the buffer, thus increasing the buffer hit rate and reducing the number of I/Os.

The last three points are actually more general. They apply to the entire storage hierarchy of tape, disk, controller caches, local and remote main memories, and CPU caches. If storage space on all levels is used more efficiently, bandwidth is saved when moving data up or down in the hierarchy, when moving data laterally (e.g., between memories or caches), and by achieving a higher hit rate at each level. Reducing the amount of bus traffic in shared-memory systems might also allow higher degrees of parallelism without bus saturation [14].

For transaction processing, there will probably be two main effects of compression. First, the buffer hit rate should increase since more records fit into the buffer space. Second, I/O to log devices should decrease since the log records can become shorter. Most systems already employ "log compression" by saving only log records of committed transactions when archiving log devices on inexpensive storage media (tapes). In addition to these methods, we propose an inexpensive technique to reduce log traffic earlier in the process, namely before a log record is first written to disk.

If the database contains compressed values, it is trivial to include compressed values in the log. In other words, compressing the database values also reduces the size of log records and therefore the I/O traffic to log devices. Thus, compressing database values improves I/O performance on both the primary database and the log. It is conceivable that the savings in logging alone justify the overhead of compressing database values to be entered into the database.

For query processing, we require that a fixed compression scheme be used for each attribute. The scheme should be fixed for each attribute to allow comparisons of database values with (compressed) predicate constants. Actually, it should be fixed for each domain, not each attribute, because this will allow comparing compressed values from different sources. This does not rule out dynamic compression schemes, even if it seems to on first sight. Instead of adjusting the encoding frequently, e.g., after each character as can be done in dynamic compression and decompression of transmission streams, the compression encoding can only be adjusted during database reorganization. Suitable statistics can be gathered while unloading the database, and a new encoding can be used starting when the database is reloaded. In fact, separating statistics gathering for dynamic compression schemes during unloading and compression of data during reloading eliminates the start-up and adjustment period during which dynamic compression schemes do not work very effectively [2]. The parameters of the compression scheme used during reloading are made part of the meta-data or catalogs.

One form of compression that is already used is to encode small sets of large values. Basically this idea was introduced from the viewpoint of compression (rather than database design and normalization) in [1]. For example, instead of storing a long string-valued "color" attribute in each record in a large "parts" table, it is customary to encode colors using a small integer, save the encoding in a separate relation, and join the large table with the relatively small encoding table for queries that require string-valued output of the color attribute. Since such encoding tables are typically small, e.g., in the order of a few kilobytes, efficient hash-based algorithms
can be used for the join that outperform both naive methods like nested loops join or the sort-based merge-join [5, 7, 26]. In the long run, we hope that such encodings can be administered automatically very much like indices in today's database management systems, and that they can be recommended by automated physical database design and tuning software where appropriate.

In query processing, compression can be exploited far beyond improved I/O performance. First, exact-match comparisons can be performed on compressed data. Consider a query to retrieve the record(s) with social security number "123-45-6789." If the constant in the selection predicate is compressed in the same way as the social security number in the data file, the comparisons can be performed without de-compressing attribute values from the data file. Note that exact-match index lookups are possible on compressed data if a consistent compression scheme is used.

Second, projection and duplicate elimination can be done without decompressing data. Since we assume fixed encodings for attributes and therefore for entire records, equal uncompressed records will have equal compressed images. Although the algorithms used for duplicate elimination and for aggregation and grouping are principally the same, the situation for aggregation is little more complex. While the grouping attribute can remain compressed, the attribute on which arithmetic is performed typically must be decompressed.

Third, neither the join attributes nor other attributes need to be decompressed for most joins. Almost all joins are equality joins on keys and foreign keys, i.e., they put normalized and decomposed objects back together. Since keys and foreign keys are from the same domain, and since we require that compression schemes be fixed for each domain, a join on compressed key values will give the same results as a join on normal, decompressed key values. It might seem unusual to perform a merge join in the order of compressed values, but it nonetheless is possible and will produce correct results. The same arguments as for join hold for semi-join, outer-join, union, intersection, and difference.

So far, we have demonstrated that reading and writing compressed data from and to disk is faster, and that it is not necessary to decompress data for the most frequent database operations. Let us consider some additional advantages of processing compressed data, and let us focus on joins.

First, materializing join output records is faster because records are shorter and less copying is required. Copying is a significant portion of CPU and bus activity in many database systems, and it is particularly important to reduce copying in shared-memory single-bus systems.

Second, for join inputs larger than memory, more records fit into memory. In hybrid hash join, for instance, the fraction of the file that can be retained in the hash table and thus be joined without any I/O is larger. During sorting for merge join, the number of records in memory and thus the number of records per run is larger, leading to fewer runs and possibly fewer merge levels.

Third, and very interestingly, skew is less likely to be a problem. The goal of compression is to represent the information with as few bits as possible. Therefore, each bit in the output of a good compression scheme has close to maximal information content, and bit columns seen over the entire file are unlikely to be skewed. Furthermore, bit columns will not be correlated. Thus, the compressed key values can be used to create a hash value distribution that is almost guaranteed to be uniform, i.e., optimal for hashing in memory and partitioning to overflow files as well as to multiple processors in parallel join algorithms.

To summarize this section, there are many uses for data compression in database management systems that have been ignored to-date. Compression not only improves I/O performance and hit rates at each "buffering" level in the storage hierarchy, it also can be exploited in database query processing without much change to implemented algorithms. We have outlined a number of performance effects of data compression; in the next section, we will quantify some of these effects in an example query.

4. Performance

For the purpose of this performance comparison, consider the I/O costs for hybrid-hash join [7, 26] using 400 pages of memory of two relations R and S that require uncompressed 1,000 pages for R and 5,000 pages for S, or half as much compressed. For simplicity, we ignore fragmentation and assume uniform hash value distributions.

First, consider the cost using uncompressed data. The cost of reading the stored data is 6,000 I/Os. When building the hash table on R, 398 pages can remain in memory and 602 pages must be written to two build overflow files. During probing with input S, records equivalent to 1,990 pages can be

[1] The standard example for aggregation is "sum of salaries by department." Department is called the grouping attribute here.
joined immediately with the resident hash table, and 3,010 pages must be written to two overflow files. Next, the two pairs of overflow files must be joined, requiring 602+3,010 I/Os to read them. The entire cost is 6,000 I/Os on permanent files and 7,224 I/Os on temporary files, for a total of 13,224 I/Os.

Now consider joining compressed input relations. Reading the initial compressed data requires 500+2,500 I/Os. In the build phase, 399 pages remain in memory, 101 pages are written to an overflow file. In the probe phase, records equivalent to 1,995 pages are joined immediately, and 505 pages are written to disk. Joining the two overflow files requires 101+505 I/Os. The entire cost is 3,000 I/Os to permanent files and 1,212 I/Os to temporary files, for a total of 4,212 I/Os.

The total I/O costs differ by a factor of more than three. While the I/O costs for the permanent files differ by a factor of two, as expected for a compression ratio of 50%, the I/O costs for temporary files differ by a factor of almost six. A factor of two could easily be expected; however, the improved utilization of memory (more records remain in the hash table during the build phase) significantly reduces the number of records that must be written to overflow files. Thus, compression reduces both the number and size of records written to temporary files, resulting in a reduction of I/O costs on temporary files by a factor of six.

If the compression scheme had been a little more effective, i.e., a factor of 2½ instead of 2 or a reduction to 40% instead of 50%, overflow files would have been avoided entirely for compressed data, leaving only the I/O on permanent data. The total I/O costs would have differed by a factor of 3½, 2,400 to 13,224 I/Os. Figure 1 shows the effect of the compression factor on hybrid-hash join performance for relations R and S. The numbers above the curve indicate the exact I/O cost for the compression factors marked at the bottom axis.

The graph can be divided into two regions. For compression factors below 2½, the build input is larger than memory, hash table overflow occurs, and I/O reduction by compression is more than the compression factor, similar to the example above. For compression factors above 2½, no overflow occurs and compression only reduces I/O on permanent files. It is very encouraging to observe in this graph that already very moderate compression factors, e.g., 1½, reduce the total I/O cost significantly. Even if some additional cost is incurred for decompressing output data, the performance gain through compressed permanent and temporary data on disk and in memory far outweighs the costs of decompression.

The same effects observed for a single hybrid-hash join can also be observed for complex queries and for sort-merge join. We omit this analysis and
instead refer to the comparisons of sort-merge join and hybrid-hash join in [24, 26].

5. Summary and Conclusions

In this paper, we have outlined a set of fairly simple techniques to achieve database performance improvements by data compression. The key ideas are to compress attributes individually, to employ the same compression scheme for all attributes of a domain, and to perform data manipulations before decompressing the data. Not only do these techniques reduce space requirements on disk and I/O performance when measured in records per time for permanent and temporary data, they also reduce requirements of memory, thus reducing the number of buffer faults resulting in I/O. When data compression is used in conjunction with algorithms that use large work spaces, even modest compression can result in significant performance gains. Furthermore, our techniques for processing compressed data are very easy to implement.

In a simple performance comparison, we have seen that for data sets larger than memory performance gains larger than the compression factor can be obtained because a larger fraction of the data can be retained in the workspace allocated to a query processing operator. For a compression factor of two, we observed performance gains of factor three and more.
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